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PASTOR NATHANIEL: Welcome to Brothers of the Word, because brother you 
need the Word.  
 
A breakthrough, breakthrough, breakthrough that is the message that God asks me 
to deliver upon today: just on breakthrough.  This might even have to be a two-part 
message because sometimes it takes little longer from breakthrough then we 
figured on.  And breakthrough is what God spoke to me about today and for those of 
you where here on the last service that I preached.  A very strange thing happened 
before service.  I was here very, very early, got to church several hours earlier than 
service start because I was working on a project and actually it was a book that has 
instructed me to write back in 1995.  And I just refused to finish the thing 
admissible, why did you refuse?  It was on a subject, that was so controversial and 
when I started studying, started digging into the Bible, digging into the Hebrew and 
real meanings, a lot of this stuff was not as we thought.  I said, “Lord, it is too 
controversial for me.  I do not even want to fool with this.  And He kept telling me 
finish the book, finish the book but for twelve years I let it lay dormant and I would 
not finish that book. 
  
And about three years ago, this is as you know, it goes through cycles and God had 
spoken to me and He had said for the next three years will be a period of struggle 
and James and I were partner sin the business that we are in.  And almost that 
next month something went wrong with the product we could figure out what it 
was.  We have a several series of quality checks that we send the product through 
and it was not passing one of  the quality checks was it anything harmful or 
anything that was wrong but it did not meet full specs.  So I could not ship it if it 
did not meet full specs.  A big batch of product, and yet it was often specs we could 
not not fix it.  So we just had to dump that entire batch and it was a whole lot of 
money and do another batch.  .  That batch had the same problem and we could not 
fix it.  So we then we did test batches and it was the same problem.     
 
And we could not find out what was wrong with that product so we just had to 
basically, we took the product of the market because we could not make it.  It was 
not one of our major product but it was significant what it did, it cost a dent and 
income that over a period of time was several hundred thousand dollars a year that 
was a dent. 
 
  Time and time went on and we still were going to struggle after struggle after 
struggle.  Now, God provided for everything.  We still were doing well but we were 
struggling, hey, have you all ever been in that position?   You know, God has 
provided but you still struggling and stuff is not breaking through like you wanted 
it to break through.   And it is heavy on you and you need and it was only a couple 
months ago that the James and after a couple a months both of us forgot about 
what God had said about the three year struggle.  And we were just struggling.   
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We came up with one concept after another and we had one problem after another.     
Why we could not successfully bring to the market and we know that staff was just 
blocked and James said, “Do you remember God telling you about three years ago 
about three years struggle.”  I said, “Vaguely.”  So, he back through his e-mails and 
he found where I had e-mailed him.  He said, “God told you we were going through 
these three years of struggle.  And, neither one of us could remember it was like it 
was blotted out of our minds.   So if I was in prayer, I said. “Lord you told me that 
we went go through struggle for three years so this struggle out be over and it is 
end of this year.”  And He said, “Your struggle period not end until you finish that 
book.”  I said, “Uh-oh.” So I had to get writing on the book and I told James.  And 
everyday, James was. “You writing on that book because look--Nothing we do is go 
work, until you do what God said.  I do not care if you do not want to write it.  Are 
you writing on that book?” 
 
  So, I was here early writing on the book and I spend a lot of time prior working on 
the book and I was writing on the book but that is why I was here so early writing 
on it.  And, God told me, He said, “When you finish the book He said I would 
audibly let you know that it is finished.”  And, by audibly as soon God meant he 
would speak me with to a voice different than a normally hear in my head or my 
spirit.  And after I had been back in my office working on the book for several hours 
I came out, it was maybe 30 minutes before service and I was standing here in the 
pulpit and I know that there was a little white bulb in the choir stand above the 
lamp.  A light bulb from where someone had changed one the bulbs.  So, I knew that 
was going to show up on the video on television so I just stepped over the banister I 
went back and pickedup having a blown bulb and put in.  And I was standing and 
all of a sudden, right over here into my right, right where the statue of Jesus is 
there was a loud explosion.  Something just said it, “Boom!” and I was standing 
there and Toni O’ Cunningham who is the AV Technician.  He is standing up on the 
other side over against the wall, Rick Pullem was sitting I think, out in the 
audience.  I think Mark Shore was upstairs .  All of us heard this loud boom go off 
and we rushed over.  I was standing there and Toni O’ said, “It must be a one of the 
big flood light bulbs has just blown.  And, Toni O’ was said, “It could not have blown 
because the power is not on”.  So, we all rise over the corner and see what it was 
that blew up.  There was absolutely nothing there.   We looked everywhere, we 
looked up under, we looked around, we looked in every possibility of what could 
have blown up and what could it make that loud boom and there was nothing. 
 
And as I was sitting here doing service, God spoke to me and He said, “The sound 
that you heard it is finished.”  So there an audible sound but you see it happened in 
the sanctuary and that was the day that we had the Family Anointing and 
Communion.  And  there was a power in the Sanctuary like I never felt before that 
Anointing of it is finished and a struggle period.  Now God told me He said, “Once, 
you finished the book the struggle period will be over within 30 days.”  Still got 
more few days in it.  Some of you are looking at your neighbors to I still have a few 
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more days of struggle.  You still have a few more days of struggle.  But the struggle 
period is coming to an end and we are coming to commonly known as Breakthrough  
And, it is not just for me, I believe it happened within he sanctuary because there is 
a break through coming, there is an end of struggle coming for every one who is 
within the sound  There is a deliverance coming.  In Genesis 41 beginning of verse 
14, it is the story of Joseph and it says, “Then Pharaoh sent and called Joseph and 
they brought him hastily out of the dungeon  and he shaved himself and change his 
raiment and came in on the Pharaoh.  And, Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have 
dreamed a dream and there is none that can interpret it and I have heard say of 
thee, that thou canst understand a dream to interpret it and Joseph answered 
Pharaoh saying, it is not in me, God shall give Pharaoh an answer of Peace.”  
Joseph had been down in that dungeon for a long time and Joseph hadbeen going to 
struggle after struggle after struggle until all of a sudden there was the sound of 
Pharaoh calling for him.  And, in a minute Pharaoh called for him form that day 
forward Joseph’s struggles are over.  Break Through is coming.  In Psalms 118:25 it 
is the verse all of us know that we all said so many times and it reads, “This is the 
day that the Lord has made, we will rejoice and be glad in it.”  We all know that 
verse, we all say it.  As the song even, “This is the day that the Lord have we will 
rejoice and be glad in it.” That is verse number 25.   
 
But, very few people know the next verse that follows number 25 which is verse 
number 26 .  And verse number 26 says, “Save now, I beseech thee, O Lord, O Lord 
I beseech thee, send now prosperity.”  David said in one verse, “This is the day that 
the Lord have made we will rejoice and be glad of it.”  And in the very next day, he 
says, “Save me O Lord, save me.  Send prosperity now.”  Let me break that down in 
the modern language.  In the word prosperity means in what David was talking 
about.  David was saying “Lord, I need some money.”  What did he ask for?   
 
Congregation: Now. 
 
He did not say send it to me next month, he did not say send it to me next year.  He 
said, “Save me. I beseech thee.”  Meaning, I am begging you. Lord.  He calls God’s 
name twice.  Oh Lord, Oh Lord, I beseech thee, then he said I beseech thee twice.  
Do you notice how he said, “Save me, I beseech thee, Oh Lord, Oh Lord, I beseech 
thee.”  Meaning I am pleading with you, that is what beseech means.  God, I am 
begging you!   Lord I am pleading with you!  Send me some money now!  And that is 
what we mean fundamentally by prosperity in the modern vernacular.  And if God 
had spoken to me to speak about breakthrough, he spoke a very deep statement.  
And this is what God spoke to me.  He says, “The breakthrough that most people 
want is money.  The breakthrough that most people need is honey.  The 
breakthrough that most people want is money.   The breakthrough that most people 
need is honey.”  And if you ask people about breakthrough and what does 
breakthrough mean, nine out of ten of them are going to put it in some financial 
terms.   Nine out of ten people are going to say, my breakthrough means my job or 
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my company or my business.  Nine out of ten people are going to, they are going to 
say, what I want for breakthrough is money.  And even after we heard that sound 
that night, when my mother got home to her house, her gate was open and she 
could not close it and she could not understand why it was open.  But she called me 
on her cell phone out of the gate.   I just heard, just shouting that her gate was open 
and she could not close it.  Our Pastor James, his bathroom door was opening on its 
own and he could not shut it.  And the actions of three of us are, and I just realized 
it today as Pastor James, we were the three officers of my company.  I am president, 
James is vice-president and my mother is the corporate treasurer.   The door was 
open, all of us had seen that and to be honest about it, when you are in struggles, 
that money is something, I can understand God not speaking to me because if he 
had asked me about breakthrough, Lord, the first, I need this company move to 
another level.    
 
The first thing we think about with breakthrough is money but God said, “What you 
need is not money, what you need is honey.”  And that is a whole different thing.  
And you know, even in the Jewish tradition, honey is the symbol of the New Year.   
And I will tell you people that I cannot guarantee you money.  You can go to all the 
seminars in the world, you can do all the right stuff, I cannot guarantee you money 
because that stuff just happens with money.   
 
And there sometimes reasons.  I cannot guarantee you money but I can guarantee 
you a formula for honey.  In some parts of Greece, it was formerly a custom for a 
bride to dip her fingers in honey and make the Sign of the Cross before entering her 
new home.  And this was meant to ensure sweetness in her married life, especially 
with the relationship with her mother-in-law.   
 
What we need is honey.  Honey has been used as an ancient treatment for sore 
throats for centuries and according to recent scientific tests, honey actually works 
better for sore throats than most medicines.  When honey gets into your life, it 
sweetens the way you talk, it sweetens the way you behave and it just changes 
things in your world.  We think we need money, God is saying we need some honey.  
And I have just seen and just the natural world of when you load a folk down with 
money and they do not have honey, it does not do them a bit of good.  And I want to 
just give you just seven quick keys, right?  I going to have to do this very rapid fire 
and very fast, you follow this stuff it would guarantee to put some honey in your 
world and it will give you a real divine breakthrough.  All of this begins with an h, 
so you can remember these seven Hs. First of all, is hour with God.  If you spend an 
hour with God everyday, you cannot get around spending time with God.  If I miss 
my hour in prayer and meditation everyday my spirit is not right.  I get upset about 
things easily.   If you find anyone with a temper, there is temperamental, there is 
grumpy, there is grouchy, they are not spending time with God.  I do not even have 
to ask the question, I know it.  If you find anyone that is highly temperamental, 
upset, grumpy and you check their prayer life, they are spending any significant 
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time with God.  I walk with God.  That is the first thing that God has commanded 
me to do.  Five o’clock every morning, spend time with him in prayer.  Hour with 
God, that is the first thing for your honey recipe. 
 
Second thing is a Huggies happy smile.  Now, I bet you are thinking, what is with a 
huggies happy smile?  It is actually from a television commercial from the Huggies 
disposable diapers.  And I do not know whether you have seen this commercial or 
not.  But it is a commercial that just has all babies in it.   And there is this baby, he 
walks into the office, there is a baby sitting behind the desk, playing the role of a 
boss and he fires him.  And when he fires him, the little baby just grins and smiles 
and he just bounces up and down and he is just walking out of the office just 
bouncing, just as happy as he can be.  He gets all of his stuff, puts his stuff in a box, 
he is walking out of the building and the bottom falls out of his box.  All of his stuff 
falls on the floor and the little boy is just jumping up and down, just as happy, just 
as smiling as he can be.  He walks on outside of the building, he hits the alarm on 
his car, he says “Beep! Beep!” and all of a sudden you see that his car lifting up in 
the front and it is being towed away.  And he is standing there on the side of the 
road, just as happy as he can be.  Just bouncing up and down, then he goes home 
and he is fumbling with his lock and his keys and he drops his keys, they fall 
through the slats in the porch and he cannot get in the house.  And you see him just 
standing, he just bouncing up and down, as happy as can be.  So he cannot get in 
the house, he is laying out on the hammock, rocking in the hammock and all of a 
sudden the sprinklers come on and wet him all up.  And there you see him laying 
there in a hammock, swinging back and forth, just a grinning and just a smiling as 
he can be.  And the commercial goes off with this slogan: “Hard day?  Soft nappy.  
Huggies be Happy.”  So no matter what happens in your world, you need to have 
that Huggies kind of Hard Day, Soft Nappy, Huggies Be Happy.  And the thing just 
had a great message that no matter what happens to you, if you can maintain a 
smile it will keep some honey in your world.  
 
Third thing begins with an H is hug someone everyday.  Hug someone everyday.  
There is a whole psychological wealth of evidence just on the power of touch and the 
power of touch and its value in healing and its value in just psychological.  Do you 
know that is just makes a difference just when you are touching someone?  And 
people, if you, that is why people live longer who have pets.  Because it allows you to 
just touch something that is warm and something that is living and that can 
respond to you in love.  Before I was married, I always had a cat.  I did not care for 
dogs because they are too masculine.  So I liked feminine stuff so I always had a cat.  
My cat slept with me.  I rubbed on my cat when I got home, my cat was there, he 
would rub up around my legs.  I always had someone to hug.  There is a real value 
so if you single, get you, you do not like cats, get you a dog.  Get you a turtle, get you 
a lizard, get you something.  But get you something you can hug that can hug you 
back and that can respond.  There is a real psychological value to this.  So hugs just 
make a difference.  So if you hug someone, you are being touched too.  You know 
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people who are real huggy?  Do you know they always happy?  Have you ever 
noticed that people who are real huggy are always happy?  And the people who 
never touch you often have a frown?  Have you ever noticed that?  So just hug. 
 
Fourth thing, help someone everyday.  Help someone everyday.  It is one of my 
divine commands; I have to help someone everyday.  So I have to look for someone 
to help no matter how big, how small.  Help someone everyday.  When you help 
someone everyday, it will change your focus all of from your struggles and you will 
be able to just—it changes mentality when you help someone.  It does something to 
your spirit.  Help someone everyday.   
 
Fifth thing, hum a hymn.  The other thing you notice is that people who have a lot 
of honey in their world, they sing.  They sing.  You can hear them in the kitchen, 
you can hear them in the garage, you can hear them in the car.  There is something 
about it, they just sing.  There is something about a person who sings and a person 
who, you know how, most people do not have a real good voice.  That does not have 
nothing to do with it.  I do not care if you sound like chalk on a blackboard, it does 
not make a difference.  Sing!  The value of it comes from you.  Sing the tune if you 
do not know the words to the tune, just hum a hymn.  (HUMS)   It does not matter 
whether people do not know what you are humming, the vibration is for you.  So 
hum a hymn and you find that these little keys, they just make a difference in your 
life.   
 
Sixth thing is this, honor the Sabbath.  Rest.  See that thing is all rooted in rest, 
whenever you are stressed out, tired, do not allow this body and spirit to rest, stuff, 
you are going to get nervous, uptight.  That is why God put that day of rest in and 
that day of rest was made from Creation.  It was before tidying, it was before 
family, it was before all of this stuff.  So God put that first so there is a value in just 
resting and when we do not rest, we get all uptight, all tense, so rest.  Make sure 
you take time out to take your rest.   
 
The last thing is this, hunt for haloes.  Hunt for haloes.  You will be surprised that 
when you start looking for the beauty in people, you can find it.   See the good in 
people, you will find it.  People who are bubbly, who are bright, they have always 
got something good to say about somebody.  You know, you can take any person and 
you can always find something good in them and you can always find something 
bad, it just depends on your focus.  And which direction you focus on, that 
determines your spirit and that determines which way you will go.  Hunt for haloes.  
Just look at the person next to you and see the halo around them.  You can just see 
the little halo over the head.  See if you look for it, you can see it.  Now, the thing is 
this, every person has a halo and every person has horns.  Everyone, I do not care 
who you are.  Every person has a halo and every person has horns.  We are 
mixtures of dust and divinity.  When you look for the halo, hunt for the halo, some 
people who have to look deeper than others, hunt for the halo!  When you look for 
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the good, that thing will boost your spirit and change your outlook and you will 
start seeing the good in everyone else.  You will start seeing it in yourself and in 
your life situations and our breakthrough will not just be money but our 
breakthrough will be honey.   
 
I thank you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word because brother, you need 
the Word.  Amen.   
 


